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Abstract
The evolutionary history of widespread and specialized species is likely to cause a different genetic architecture of key ecological traits in the two species groups. This may affect how these two groups respond to inbreeding. Here we investigate inbreeding effects in traits related to performance in 5 widespread and 5 tropical restricted species of Drosophila with the aim of testing whether the two species groups suffered differently from inbreeding depression. The traits investigated were egg-to-adult viability, developmental time and resistance to heat, cold and desiccation. Our results showed that levels of inbreeding depression were species and trait specific and did not differ between the species groups for stress resistance traits. However, for the life history traits developmental time and egg-to-adult viability, more inbreeding depression was observed in the tropical species. The results reported suggest that for life history traits tropical species of Drosophila will suffer more from inbreeding depression than widespread species in case of increases in the rate of inbreeding e.g. due to declines in population sizes.

Introduction
A species’ genetic architecture, referring to the number of segregating functional variants, including dominance and epistatic interactions, underlying phenotypic traits, is formed by phylogenetic, demographic and ecological processes, and determines its biological performance, such as its basal resistance to environmental stressors and the ability to adapt evolutionary and through adaptive phenotypic plasticity to environmental changes [1]. The genetic architecture of a population or species also dictates how it will cope with inbreeding since the cost of inbreeding is under the influence of allele frequencies, amount of dominance variance and the level of inbreeding [2].

Some Drosophila species are restricted to narrow habitat ranges in the tropics (“tropical species”), whereas others occupy habitats ranging from tropic to temperate areas (“widespread species”). Widespread species are exposed to different, more variable and diverse ecological conditions compared to specialized restricted tropical species, which will likely lead to different selection pressures and subsequent genetic divergence of the two species groups through evolutionary adaptation [3–6]. In addition tropical species of Drosophila are on average more closely related to each other than to widespread species [6] adding a phylogenetic component to the differences among the two species groups. Widespread and tropical restricted species of Drosophila are for those reasons likely to have a different genetic architecture, especially in key ecological traits involved in environmental stress resistance.

Tropically restricted Drosophila species have recently been hypothesized to be more prone to experience reduced population sizes and extinction as compared to more widespread Drosophila species as the environment changes. This is based on evidence from a number of studies showing that widespread species have higher levels of basal resistance to climatic extremes (temperature and humidity) when compared to tropical climate specialists [6–9], and that some tropical restricted species of Drosophila have lower adaptive evolutionary potential in the ecological key traits desiccation and cold resistance [10,11]. Demographic effects like bottlenecks, inbreeding and/or genetic drift seem to be excluded as causing these differences since levels of neutral genetic variation seem to be similar among the two species groups [11,12] suggesting that historical (phylogenetic) and current (ecological) selection pressures are responsible [6,9].

Based on the hypothesis that tropical and widespread species of Drosophila have a different genetic architecture, it is of interest to investigate if the two species groups respond differently to inbreeding. If the cost of inbreeding differs between the species groups, this may influence the extinction probabilities of these species groups when they experience an increase in inbreeding rates in their natural habitats, due to for instance reductions in population size as may occur under future climate changes. Here, we study the consequences of inbreeding in 5 widespread and 5 tropical restricted species of Drosophila by investigating inbred...
outbred lines for the traits egg-to-adult viability, developmental time, and resistance to cold, heat and desiccation stresses. Generally, we found strong line, species and trait specific effects of inbreeding. Tropical species on average suffered more from inbreeding depression compared to widespread species for life history traits, whereas no differences among species groups were observed in stress resistance traits.

Materials and Methods

Collection of flies
A population from each of 10 Drosophila species was collected during 2007 and 2008 (December to April) in North Queensland, along the Australian east coast. Five of the species are restricted to the tropics, mostly rainforest habitats (D. birchii, D. buana, D. bipunctata, D. sulfurigaster and D. pseudoananassae), while the other 5 are cosmopolitan or widespread species whose habitat includes temperate regions as well (D. melanogaster, D. simulans, D. hydei, D. repleta and D. serrate). Average latitude of the tropical and widespread species investigated here range from 13.04° to 18.15° and 101.75° to 129.40°, respectively (based on registrations entered in the taxodros database available at http://www.taxodros.uzh.ch). For each species, 18 to 22 inseminated females from a single population were caught and brought to the laboratory to establish mass bred populations, which were maintained for 15 generations with at least 1000 individuals before outbred and inbred lines were established. The expected loss of heterozygosity during this process is calculated according to [13] and constitutes about 3%. Flies were reared on an oat-sugar-yeast-agar medium under a 12:12 h light/dark cycle at 20°C and constitutes about 3%. Flies were reared on an oat-sugar-yeast-agar medium under a 12:12 h light/dark cycle at 20°C prior to performing the experiments. Details regarding sampling locations are described in [8]. No permits were required for the described field collections.

Breeding regimes
From each species, 3 outbred control lines and 20 inbred lines were established from the mass bred population. The outbred lines were started from about 750 individuals, whereas the inbred lines were started from single pairs of virgin females and males which were subsequently run through four generations of full sib mating, resulting in an expected inbreeding level of 0.59 (Ft = 1 / 2Ft + 1 + 2Ft-1 + Ft-2). Thereafter inbred lines were expanded to about 500 individuals before performing the experiments. Between 3 and 10 inbred lines per species were used for experiments (Table S1). For species where more than 10 inbred lines were available, 10 randomly collected lines were used (11, 13 and 14 lines were available to select from D. sulfurigaster, D. repleta and D. pseudoananassae, respectively). The experiments were done in the second generation after the last inbreeding round [see [14] for more details).

Egg collection
From each inbred and control line 20 eggs were collected into each of 10 vials with 7 ml medium, and incubated at 20°C. Flies emerging from these eggs were used for assessing stress resistance traits (see below). From prior knowledge of generation times, collection of eggs was timed so that flies from all species emerged over as short a time span as possible. Flies used for experiments were all between 3 and 8 days old.

Developmental time and egg-to-adult viability
Ten vials (with 7 ml medium) per line each containing 20 eggs were set up as specified above. Emerging flies were counted twice a day (at 8:00 and 20:00 h). Egg-to-adult viability was scored as the number of males and females emerging from each vial and developmental time estimated as the time taken to develop from an egg to an adult female or male fly. Flies were all reared at 20°C degrees since this temperature is considered non-stressful for all species investigated. Emerging flies were used for the temperature and desiccation assays described below.

Temperature resistance assays
1) Heat knock down resistance. Ten flies per line and sex were individually put into 5 ml glass vials and submerged into a preheated 38°C water bath. Heat resistance was scored as the time until the flies were unable to move any of their body parts.

2) Chill coma recovery time. Ten flies per line and sex were individually put into 5 ml glass vials and submerged into a 0°C water bath and kept there for 3 hours. The vials were then put at room temperature, and chill coma recovery was scored as the time when the flies were able to stand on their legs.

3) Critical thermal minimum (CTmin). Ten flies per line and sex were individually put into 5 ml glass vials and submerged into a 20°C water bath. The temperature was then decreased by 0.1°C per minute. CTmin was scored as the temperature at which flies were coma unable to move any body parts (see [14] and [15] for details regarding this assay).

Desiccation resistance assay
Ten flies per line and sex were individually put into 5 ml glass vials covered with gauze. Vials were then put into sealed aquariums. Prior to setting up the experiment, desiccant was added to the aquariums to reach air humidity of 0–5%. Desiccation resistance was scored as the time until the flies were unable to move any of their body parts. Vials were checked every hour.

Statistics
For each trait we used a nested ANOVA to test for effects of line (nested within species and breeding regime, as random effects), species, breeding regime (inbred or outbred), sex and the interactions between the fixed effects. Inbreeding depression (δ) was estimated for each trait using the formula δ = 1 – mean inbred/mean control [16]. For traits where individuals with lower values are expected to be more fit (developmental time, CTmin and chill coma recovery time) inbreeding depression was estimated using the formula δ = 1 – mean control/mean inbred. Mean control was the average of the three control lines and each inbred line was standardized to this value for all traits in all species. Positive values were indicative of inbreeding depression for all traits. Effects of species, sex and their interaction on the level of inbreeding depression in each trait were tested with ANOVAs. Data were generally normally distributed although deviations from normality were observed in a few cases. Egg-to-adult viability data were arc sin square root transformed to improve normality of the data. For the other traits analyses were performed on non-transformed data. Differences between levels of inbreeding depression between widespread and tropical species were tested with a non-parametric Mann-Whitney test for life history traits (developmental time and egg-to-adult viability) and stress resistance traits (CTmin, cold recovery time, heat knock down time and desiccation resistance), respectively. For each species within the two species groups, estimates of inbreeding depression were averaged across males and females for each line. Thus for each
trait and species we had an estimate of inbreeding depression for each line. These data were used to test for effects of species group using an ANOVA with species nested within distribution (tropical or widespread species group).

Results

Developmental time: Line (nested within species and breeding regime), species, breeding regime (inbred or outbred), sex and the species × sex interaction all significantly affected developmental time (line: $F_{9,1767} = 17.47, P < 0.001$; species: $F_{9,1767} = 207.95, P < 0.001$; breeding regime: $F_{1,1767} = 35.32, P < 0.001$; sex: $F_{1,1767} = 231.53, P < 0.001$; species × sex: $F_{9,1767} = 3.65, P < 0.001$; Fig. 1a, Table S1). Remaining factors in the analysis were non-significant (results not shown). Inbreeding on average increased developmental time by 3.8 and 4.5% across species in males and females, respectively (Fig. 1a). The level of inbreeding depression (faster developmental time is interpreted as beneficial) differed between species ($F_{9,1101} = 6.09, P < 0.001$, Fig. 1) whereas it was similar for males and females of the same species ($F_{1,110} = 0.30, P = 0.58$). Levels of inbreeding depression were also not affected by the sex × species interaction ($F_{9,1101} = 0.22, P = 0.83$).

Egg-to-adult viability: Line, species, breeding regime (inbred or outbred) and the species × breeding regime interaction all significantly affected egg-to-adult viability (line: $F_{81,1692} = 12.31, P < 0.001$; species: $F_{9,1692} = 2.25, P < 0.05$; breeding regime: $F_{1,1692} = 37.68, P < 0.001$; species × breeding regime $F_{9,1692} = 3.46, P < 0.01$; Fig. 1b, Table S1). Other factors in the model were non-significant (results not shown). Inbreeding on average decreased viability by 33.1 and 30.0% across species in males and females, respectively (Fig. 1). Neither sex (F1,120 = 0.26, NS) nor the interaction species × sex impacted on the level of inbreeding depression ($F_{9,120} = 0.52, NS$).

Heat knock down resistance: Line (nested within species and breeding regime), species, and the breeding regime × sex and species × sex interactions significantly affected heat knock down resistance (line: $F_{69,1513} = 1.93, P < 0.001$; species: $F_{9,1513} = 69.90, P < 0.001$; breeding regime × sex $F_{9,1513} = 7.73, P < 0.01$; species × sex: $F_{9,1512} = 1.96, P < 0.05$; Fig. 1c, Table S1). Breeding regime, sex and the remaining interactions between the main effects did not affect heat knock down resistance (results not shown). Heat knock down time was on average 4.2% and 6.0% lower in inbred compared to outbred flies (Fig. 1c). The level of inbreeding depression differed between males and females ($F_{1,85} = 6.32, P < 0.05$). The impact of inbreeding was not affected by species ($F_{9,85} = 0.67, NS$) nor by the interaction species × sex ($F_{9,85} = 1.12, NS$; Fig. 1c).

Chill coma recovery time: Line (nested within species and breeding regime), sex, species and the species × breeding regime and species × sex interactions all significantly affected egg-to-adult viability in chill coma recovery time (line: $F_{77,1204} = 1.97, P < 0.001$; sex: $F_{1,1204} = 11.18, P < 0.001$; species: $F_{9,1204} = 116.99, P < 0.001$; species × breeding regime $F_{9,1204} = 3.38, P < 0.01$; species × sex: $F_{9,1204} = 5.11, P < 0.001$; Fig. 1d, Table S1). Remaining factors in the model were non-significant (results not shown). On average inbreeding increased chill coma recovery time (decreased cold resistance) by 6.1 and 4.6% in males and females, respectively. The impact of inbreeding differed between species ($F_{9,108} = 6.46, P < 0.001$, Fig. 1d). Neither sex ($F_{1,108} = 0.36, NS$) nor the interaction species × sex impacted on the level of inbreeding depression ($F_{9,108} = 1.61, NS$).

Discussion

In this study we investigated the effect of inbreeding in 5 tropical restricted and 5 widespread species of *Drosophila*. The two species groups have a different evolutionary history and they occupy different habitats and thus are likely to have experienced different selection pressures. We tested the hypothesis that, due to likely differences in the genetic architecture of the two species groups, the level of inbreeding depression differs between widespread and tropical species groups. For the stress resistance traits we found no evidence to support this hypothesis (Fig. 2b), but for the life history traits we found that tropical species suffered more from inbreeding depression compared to widespread species, although large species differences were observed (Fig. 2a). The higher inbreeding depression in tropical species for life history traits is partly due to the fact that for two widespread species inbred flies have higher fitness compared to outbred flies (Fig. 1a,b and 2a). Purging of deleterious recessive alleles during the process
of inbreeding could explain this result if the efficiency of purging were species-specific. However, given the fast rate of inbreeding (full-sib mating) used here purging is not likely to be efficient [17,18]. Thus despite a large species effect and a relatively low number of species investigated the observation that inbreeding depression on average tends to be higher for life history traits in tropical compared to widespread species is likely caused by a distinct genetic architecture in the two species groups.

For cold and desiccation resistance, previous studies have provided evidence suggesting that the genetic architecture is indeed different between the two species groups for these traits [10,11]. Tropical species have, in contrast to widespread species, very low heritability for cold and desiccation resistance [10,11]. Two opposing hypotheses have been suggested to explain this result: 1) loci influencing those two traits have decayed (loss of function) in the tropical species [19], the reason being that they are never in use in a humid and warm habitat, and 2) loci influencing cold and desiccation resistance have been under strong directional selection in the near past so that alleles have been fixed in the tropical species. With the decay hypothesis, where loci involved in desiccation and cold resistance would be non-functional we would expect no inbreeding depression in tropical species for cold and desiccation resistance. Our results fail to support this hypothesis since no difference in levels of inbreeding depression between tropical and widespread species were observed for the two traits (Fig. 1d,e,f). According to the second hypothesis we would expect more inbreeding depression in tropical species for desiccation and cold resistance. This is because selection theory and empirical evidence suggests that inbreeding depression will be more severe for traits shaped by (past) directional selection [20–22]. Our data

Figure 1. Inbreeding depression for each of 6 traits (± SE) (a: ‘Developmental time’, b: ‘Egg-to-adult viability’, c: ‘Heat knock down resistance’, d: ‘Chill coma recovery time’, e: ‘Critical thermal minimum (CTmin)’, f: ‘Desiccation resistance’). Data are split into 4 groups: tropical females (TF), tropical males (TM), widespread females (WF) and widespread males (WM). Horizontal lines represent averages for each of the 4 groups (TF, TM, WF, WM). The species are: D. bipunctata (bipuct), D. birchii (birc), D. bunnanda (bunn), D. hydei (hydei), D. melanogaster (mel), D. pseudoananassae (ps), D. repleta (rep), D. serrata (serr), D. simulans (sim) and D. sulfurigaster (sulf). See ‘Materials and methods’ for a description of each assay.
do also not support the hypothesis that low additive genetic variance in tropical species can be explained by depletion of additive genetic variance induced by directional selection, since we do not see a difference in inbreeding depression in cold and desiccation resistance between tropical and widespread species (Fig. 1d,e,f).

Our results show that inbreeding depression was strongest for the trait egg-to-adult viability and that tropical species on average tended to suffer relatively more from inbreeding depression in egg-to-adult viability and developmental time. If we assume that the level of inbreeding depression is more severe in traits under directional selection for which there is strong empirical evidence [20–22], this may indicate that 1) among the six traits we investigated, egg-to-adult viability has been under strongest directional selection in the past, and 2) egg-to-adult viability on average is under stronger selection in tropically restricted species compared to widespread species.

Effective population sizes are expected to influence the effect of inbreeding, since at low effective population sizes more slightly deleterious variants may be segregating due to strong drift and weak selection. One might speculate that tropical species in general would have low effective population sizes due to small distribution ranges, and therefore predicted to show stronger effects of inbreeding. On the other hand historical inbreeding might also purge deleterious alleles and thus reduce deleterious consequences of inbreeding [23]. The net outcome of effects of effective population size on fitness consequences of consecutive full sib mating is therefore difficult to predict. We have no information on effective population sizes in the investigated species but their high fertility and observations done during sampling of the populations suggest that census sizes are very high for all species.
High and similar heritabilities for morphological traits in the investigated species provide indirect evidence for this claim [10,11].

Inbreeding depression is commonly observed to be more severe for traits closely associated with fitness. Thus, the observation that egg to adult viability is the traits mostly affected by inbreeding support previous results; our data provide evidence from multiple species that there is a fundamental difference between life history and stress response traits with respect to the underlying genetic variation that gives rise to inbreeding depression.

The environment is expected to change dramatically in the future. Temperatures will increase and be more variable and many other climatic variables will change [24]. A central question in regard to this is whether animals and plants are able to respond to these changes through evolutionary and plastic adaptations. As discussed above, tropical species have been hypothesized to be especially prone to population reductions and extinctions due to phylogenetic constraints, lower basal resistance levels and lower adaptive potential in ecological key traits [9–11,25]. For life history traits our results suggest that this will be reinforced by more inbreeding depression in tropical species. The variation in impact of inbreeding between species and lineages within and between species groups observed in this study however reveals the complexity of inbreeding effects; to fully understand the effect of species group on levels of inbreeding depression we suggest testing more species in multiple and ecologically relevant environments.

**Supporting Information**

**Table S1 Mean trait values of control (‘c’) and inbred (‘i’) flies (with standard errors in parentheses) for each sex, species and trait observed in this study.** ‘N’ equals the number of inbred lines tested (in parentheses the number of lines available after the 4 generations of full sub mating). N equals 3 for all traits in both males and females in the control lines. The species are: *D. bipectinata* (bipect), *D. birchii* (birch), *D. bunannada* (bun), *D. hydro* (hydei), *D. melanogaster* (mel), *D. pseudoananassae* (ps), *D. repleta* (rep), *D. serrata* (ser), *D. simulans* (sim) and *D. sufurigaster* (sulf). Symbols: ‘T’ = ‘tropical’ and ‘W’ = ‘widespread’.
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